CATHY MAXWELL ON REGENCY ROMANCE, RECOMMENDED READS AND
THE RE-RELEASE OF BECAUSE OF YOU…
Do you remember the first Regency historical you read? What was it? Faro’s
Daughter by Georgette Heyer. I was hooked. Heyer is still one of my
favorite writers.
Do you have favorite historical literary devices (forced marriage, heroine posing as
boy...? What are they? Can you link any of them to novels you have written? I
use the marriage of convenience quite often. First, a book doesn’t have
the time to go through a whole courtship, but also how many of us truly
“know” the person we marry? You can date someone for years, even live
with that person—and discover you don’t know each other at all once you marry. I haven’t
figured out why, but marriage really does change everything. Sometimes it is perspective,
sometimes expectations. All I know is that after I married, I started cooking casseroles—
something I’d never done before marriage!
What do you most want readers to take away from BECAUSE OF YOU? BECAUSE OF YOU is my take
of the Prodigal Son. The Biblical Son was lucky his father was alive when he returned. Yale
was not so fortunate. I marvel at how easily we assume others will be there for when we
need them. The truth is, we only pass this way once and must treat each day as unique.
There is no time for grudges or misunderstandings. What Yale must learn over the course of
the book is to forgive himself for not reconciling with his father.
Besides all being Regency era historicals, are there aspects of your books that repeat themselves?
Besides, of course, strong relationships, great dialogue and a happy ending. My female characters
share a common trait—they are not happy with their lives and they realize if there is to be
change, it is up to them. I believe each of us has the power to make our lives better if we are
willing to toss expectations to the wind and seize living with everything we have.
What kind of research do you do for your novels? I have a super research library that I rely on and
that I delve into again and again. However, the point of a romance is not the history. It’s the
dynamic between two people who are falling in love—and that has never changed whether we
are talking about ancient Rome or light years into the future.
All the talk about ebooks and the end of the mass market paperback makes it hard to know what to
expect to happen within the romance genre. What do you think? I think romance is in a heyday. So
many choices. So many wonderful reads. And with many authors releasing their backlist titles
as ebooks, there’s even more opportunity to enjoy favorite writers.
What are you working on? I’m working on a trilogy involving an ancient curse and the family it
is determined to destroy.
Can you tell us what we should look for from you in stores in 2012? The first book of the trilogy
LYON’S BRIDE will be out in May. The second book in November. I’m so excited about these
characters and their stories. Also, Avon Books will re-release one of my classics, When
Dreams Come True on March 27. Please check in at www.cathymaxwell.com for updates.
Please recommend a few books for my winter reading list? Grab a copy of Princess
Charming by Nicole Jordan. Wonderful read! It will be out February 2012.
You can’t go wrong with a book by any of my fellow Avon authors. I did break
down and buy The Mill River Recluse by Darcie Chan that has been on the
bestseller lists for so long. It’s an e-book and a good read.
How will you be celebrating this Thanksgiving? Cooking and writing! Two of my
children, the Coast Guard officer and her husband, and my son the college
student, will be here along with their friends. Should be a grand time and
exactly the sort of day Thanksgiving was meant to be.
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